e true stress-strain curve is the critical method to describe the practical material mechanical performance and the essential precondition to develop the advanced numerical simulation. Experimental, analytical, and numerical procedures were performed in present research to investigate the true stress-strain curves of flat and corner regions of the cold-formed channel section. e coupon tests with the 3D digital image correlation system were conducted on flat and corner specimens to directly obtain the true stress-strain curves. e experimental results indicate that the tensile secondary-hardening phenomenon at the plastic strain stage was observed in the true stress-strain curves of flat coupons, and initial strain hardening behavior was produced in that of corner coupons. Flat region exhibits a significant improvement of true ultimate strength compared to the engineering value. e stress status of the corner region is developed to ultimate strength at the early strain phase and exhibits a slight increase compared with the nominal values at the plastic phase. Cold-rolling action limits the ductility performance of the corner region, which highly restrains the tensile strain hardening at the plastic condition. us, the true yielding strength of the corner region is obviously higher, but the true ultimate strength is significantly lower than that of the flat region. Together with the optical measuring results, a trilinear model with two-stage strain hardening and a simplified trilinear models were established for describing the true stressstrain curves of flat and corner regions, respectively. e load-displacement curves from numerical simulations fit very well with those of coupon tests, which validate the reliability of the optic measurement and the dependability of the simplified constitutive models.
Introduction
Cold-formed components, manufactured in factories by cold rolling or press-braking, are increasingly applied in steel structures due to superior strength and high stiffness-toweight ratio [1] [2] [3] [4] . As shown in Figure 1 , various types of cold-formed sections such as square hollow section, channel section, and angle section are generally used in cold-formed steel structures [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . During the cold-working process, plastic deformation and strain hardening are generated in corner regions, which cause the significantly different material mechanical performance compared with the flat regions [10] [11] [12] [13] . True stress-strain curve, presenting the relationship between true stress and strain, is the key method to describe the true metallic material performance at full stages [14] [15] [16] . Furthermore, the true material mechanical parameters make the great contribution to the accurate development of numerical simulation [17] .
It was found that the mechanical characteristics of flat and corner regions of cold-formed sections exhibit obvious mechanical nonuniformity [4, 9, 12] . Conventionally, the engineering stress-strain curves of coupons were investigated by several authors to describe the properties of flat and corner regions. Cabezas and Celentano characterized the material response of the sheet steel specimens using experimentalnumerical methodology [18] . Li et al. carried out coupon tensile tests on the flat regions and corner regions, which captured the difference in failure modes and evaluated the effect of cold working on the improvement of yielding strength as well as the reduction of ductility [4, 18] . Afshan et al. conducted a large number of tensile tests on flat and corner coupons taken from square hollow sections (SHS), rectangular hollow sections (RHS), and circular hollow section (CHS), presenting engineering stress-strain curves and further obtaining constitutive model parameters [1, 2] . Based on the engineering stress-strain curves from coupon tests and the corresponding finite element analysis (FEA), it was captured that the material characteristics of the corner location in cold-formed sections were highly enhanced compared with those of the flat location due to cold working, while the stress value in engineering curves was defined directly by F/A 0 , where F indicates the measured uniaxial force and A 0 denotes the initial section area of coupons. is ignored the reduction of cross-section area during uniaxial tensile loading so that the increasingly obvious errors between the engineering and true stress were produced especially at the postnecking stage. It was therefore obtained that the engineering stress-strain curves could not accurately describe the practical full-stage constitutive relations.
Unlike to the engineering stress-strain curve, the true stress-strain curve, considering the decrease of section area, presents the practical material property.
e key issue to determine the true stress-strain curve is to obtain the complete stress and strain tensor in the uniaxial test. Several attempts were conducted to indirectly obtain the true stressstrain curves from the coupon test results. Zhang et al. developed the numerical study on the diffuse necking behavior of tensile specimens with rectangular cross section, which gained the cross-section area reduction and further determined the true stress-logarithmic strain relationship [19, 20] . Joun et al. presented a new numerical method by which the correlation between engineering and true stressstrain curve was established so that the true curves can be acquired [21, 22] . Bridgman performed a force-equilibrium type of analysis to include the effect of stress triaxiality in the neck on flow localization and applied a correction to the average true stress in order to obtain proper flow stress. ese numerical procedures indirectly captured the true stressstrain curves, while certain assumptions and mediate convert in these studies would reduce the accuracy of results [23] . Actually, once the cross-section area of coupons was measured during loading, the true stress can be captured, and the true stress-strain curves thereby were determined accurately. Digital image correlation (DIC) technique with the advantage of full-field measurement was widely used in coupon tests on several bar specimens and flat specimens to directly measure the section area value. Li et al. applied the optic measuring method with the multicamera DIC system in dog-bone flat coupon test, by which the displacement and strain field were described intuitively and the true stress-strain curves of the metal sheet were captured [24] . Using the DIC, Paul et al. observed the three-dimensional deformation of rounded bar specimens during coupon tests and determined the true stress-strain curves [25, 26] . Coppieters et al. applied an inverse technique-based optical full-field measurement to identify the hardening behavior of thin sheets in the postnecking [27] , which took into account the multiaxial stress and strain state. It was seen that the three-dimension DIC was the effective technique to acquire the true stress-strain curves of coupons. e true material properties of the round bar and sheet metal specimens have been fully evaluated with the 3D DIC technique while the true stress-strain curve of corner region coupons is widely produced in all sorts of cold-formed sections which is necessary to further investigate specifically.
In the present study, an optical measuring system based on 3D digital image correlation was proposed. In this way, the true stress-strain curves corresponding to corner and flat regions of cold-formed profiles can be directly identified. Considering the mechanical nonuniformity of cross sections, the true stress-strain behaviours of corner and flat regions were individually determined, which could describe the accurate mechanical performance of cold-formed sections and evaluate the practical mechanical behaviours of cold-formed components. e coupon tests with the multicamera DIC system were conducted on the flat and corner specimens. By this way, the tensile failure modes, load-displacement curves, and true stress-strain curves were obtained. Furthermore, the trilinear model with two-stage strain hardening and simplified trilinear models of the true stress-strain curves were, respectively, established for the flat and corner regions in the cold-formed section based on the optic measurement results. Finally, the FE models of the flat and corner specimens assigned the simplified true constitutive models were developed for validating the DIC method and analytical results.
Experimental Programme

Principle of Measurement with 3D Digital Image
Correlation.
e three-dimensional full-field measurement system was established based on the working principles of binocular computer stereo vision and digital image correlation to describe the 3D displacement and strain field. Figure 2 shows the scheme of the 3D full-field measurement system. As shown in Figure 2 (a), two industrial cameras were arranged in this innovate test system on the side of the observed specimens to continuously record the speckle images during the entire uniaxial loading process. As shown in Figure 2 (b), numerous speckle photos were posttreated based on the principle of DIC. Every measurement image with the random speckle pattern can be divided into square image facets. Each of these facets represents its center point which was used similar to the ellipse center point of the reference point markers as the identification point. Based on these facet matchings, the displacement and strain fields of the observed area can be obtained. Using GOM software, a facet size of 19 pixels and a subset size of 361 were set to calculate the 3D displacement field (u, v, w) of coupons, and the Green-Lagrange strain (ε′) was thereby obtained in the DIC measuring system by the gauge length (D 0 ) and the corresponding displacement (D) as shown in equation (1) .
e key point to achieve the true stress-strain curve was to capture the true section area of coupons in tests. For the flat specimens with a rectangular cross section, the section width and its reduction were straightly measured. As the isotropic metal material, the transverse strain of steel sheet specimens was measured directly and then defined as the strain in the thickness direction so that the variation of flat thickness was captured. Furthermore, the true cross-section area (A t ) was gained during the test and the true stress (σ t ) can be obtained by equation (2) . As for the corner coupons with a 90°circle cross section, the outer ring arc length can be directly measured. Similar to the principle of achieving the true thickness of a flat coupon, the tangential strain on the outer surface of corner specimens was measured so that the thickness reduction and true thickness were further obtained. erefore, the true cross-section area and true stress-strain curve can be determined in the following way:
Flat and Corner Coupons.
In the series of coupon tests, six standard dog-bone flat specimens and six corner specimens were extracted from the flat and corner locations of a coldformed channel component made of Q235 steel as shown in Figure 3 (a). e details and dimensions of flat coupons with cross section 15 mm × 6 mm were designed according to the GB/T 228.1-2010 standard [28] as shown in Figures 3(b) and 3(c). In cold-formed sections, the cold working mainly influenced the material properties of corner regions [1, 2] . us, the six corner coupons were taken from the curved portions as shown in Figure 3 (d), and the corner coupons with a quarter circle cross section of 12 mm outside diameter and 6 mm wall thickness are demonstrated in Figure 3 (e). e six flat coupons were divided into two groups and each group contained three specimens. ese two groups of flat specimens were named as TW-1∼TW-3 and BW-1∼BW-3. Similarly, the six corner samples were divided two groups and, respectively, named as TB-1∼TB-3 and BB-1∼BB-3. e detailed naming method was defined as follows: "T" and "B," respectively, represented the different extracting locations of the two groups of samples. According to the difference in cutting regions between flat and corner specimens in cold-formed channel sections, "W" and "B" individually the web flat and bending corner locations. In addition, "1∼3" denoted the three specimens in each group. As shown in Figure 4 , the random speckle pattern was sprayed on the surface of flat and corner specimens prior to tensile tests as the basis of image-related information. Figure 5 shows the arrangement of the 3D DIC measurement system. As shown in Figure 5 (a), a 50 kN tensile testing machine was used to complete the uniaxial coupon test at a speed of 1 mm/min in accordance with the GB/T 228.1-2010 standard [28] . A pair of parallel chucks were installed to clamp the flat specimens in uniaxial tensile tests. As to the corner specimens, a pair of chucks with a quarter circle ring notch were fixed up to clamp these specimens with nonrectangular and noncircular cross sections. On front of the coupons, the digital image correlation device with two industrial cameras and blue light LED was built to capture images at a frequency of 10 Hz. e solution of the two cameras was 2752 × 2000 pixels and the focus length was 50 mm. In addition, Figure 5 (b) shows the diagram of optical measurement. e camera angle (α) was set to be 25°. e measuring distance (l m ) was 600 mm and the based distance between two cameras (d c ) was 270 mm. In particular, the ratio of speckle pixels and calibration distance was previously determined using a calibration plate, and the multicamera image device was started synchronously with Advances in Civil Engineering the tensile test machine in this 3D full-field measurement system so that the 3D displacement, strain matrix, and uniaxial force can be obtained directly during the whole loading process. Besides, with the noncontact optic analysis technique, the errors of extensometer and chuck slippage produced in conventional coupon test can be avoided in this test system, which leads to the superior measuring precision. By this way, the uniaxial force, true cross-section area, and strain value of flat and corner coupons during the whole loading process were captured; thus, the true stress-strain curves were obtained to evaluate the true material mechanical performance of flat and corner regions in the coldformed section.
Test Setup.
Experimental Result
Failures and Load-Displacement Curves. Coupon tests
were conducted on the six flat specimens, namely, TW-1∼TW-3 and BW-1∼BW-3, and the six corner specimens, namely, TB-1∼TB-3 and BB-1∼BB-3, with the deformation and strain status continuously captured using the 3D DIC system. Figure 6 (a) demonstrates the deformation and strain distributions of flat coupons under uniaxial displacement loading. It is shown that typical necking deformations occurred on the intermediate section locations of all flat specimens and the failures happened at the displacement value of about 24 mm. e deformation modes of all corner coupons were also continuously observed and failure displacement values were about 7 mm. For parts of corner specimens, typical necking deformations were observed at the center of the specimens, but necking deformations at borders of parallel segments were produced in other specimens as shown in Figure 6 (b). With the whole parallel area kept in the observed area in this DIC system, the full-field 3D displacement and strain information were recorded and postprocessed so that the displacement and strain values were obtained in this way. It was seen that the plastic deformation performance and ductility characteristics of the corner region in the cold-formed section were highly reduced compared with the flat region due to the cold working.
As shown in Figure 6 , the longitudinal lengths of observed areas (D c ) on flat and corner coupons increased gradually under the uniaxial loading, and length values were consistently measured. On this basis, the displacement of gauge lengths of tensile specimens was obtained by D � D L − D 0 in accordance with the GB/T 228.1-2010 standard [28] , where D, D L , and D 0 denote the real-time displacement, real-time gauge length, and initial gauge length, respectively, so that the engineering strain (ε n ) can be calculated by ε n � D/D 0 . In addition, the loading values applied in these specimens were directly captured by the simultaneously triggered tensile test machine. erefore, the load versus displacement curves of flat and corner coupons were determined as indicated in Figure 7 . It is shown that the flat specimens with wall thickness of 6 mm exhibit the features of typical load-displacement of a
Observed area tensile test, including the clear four phases of elastic phase, strain harden phase, diffuse necking phase, and localized necking phase, while for the corner specimens with the same wall thickness, the loads increase dramatically to peak capacity at the early displacement loading stage and then decrease obviously once exceeding the ultimate capacities. e load-displacement curves are basically divided into the four regions: the elastic deformation, hardening, necking, and localized necking regions. It can be obtained that strain-hardening phenomenon was produced in the corner regions of the cold-formed section due to the cold-rolling working in the cold-formed section, which significantly improved the initial tensile stiffness of corner coupons but correspondingly reduced the plastic deformation and ductility performance. 
Engineering Stress-Strain Curves of Flat and Corner
Coupons. Engineering stress-strain curve is conventionally used to describe the constitutive relationship, ignoring the reduction of cross-section area in calculation of section stress under uniaxial loading. For the flat coupons with a rectangular cross section, the initial thickness (d f0 ) was directly measured with 3D digital speckle scanning and the initial width of the center section (l f0 ) captured by an electronic vernier caliper as indicated in Figure 8 (a) so that the initial cross-section area (A f0 ) was calculated and the engineering stress (σ fe ) was obtained by equation (3). e gauge length (D 0 ) of observed area was set as 120 mm for coupons, and the axial engineering strain values were directly captured. In this way, the engineering stress-strain curves of coupons (TW-1∼TW-3 and BW-1∼BW-3) were acquired as shown in Figure 8 (b). Similar to the flat coupons, as shown in Figure 8 (c), the initial thickness (d c0 ) and the initial outer edge arc length (l c0 ) of corner coupons with a quarter circle cross section were measured using the 3D digital scanning method and the electronic vernier caliper, respectively. us, the initial section area (A c0 ) was obtained and the true stress (σ ce ) was defined by equation (4) . e engineering stressstrain curves of corner coupons (TB-1∼TB-3 and BB-1∼BB-3) were thereby determined as depicted in Figure 8(d) . Advances in Civil Engineering
It can be seen that the engineering stress-strain curves exhibit the similar features of the load-displacement curves. For the flat specimens, the curves are divided into four phases of the elastic phase, yielding phase, strengthening stage, and degradation stage. e clear yielding points and ultimate capacities are observed in this series of curves as shown in Figure 8 (b). In contrast, there is no obvious yielding mark in the engineering curves of corner coupons as shown in Figure 8 (d). For this type of stress-strain curve, the status with strain value of 0.2% is defined as the yielding strength [8] . e section stresses are developed rapidly to the ultimate strength point in the initial stage and then gradually decrease with the uniaxial strain increasing once the stresses exceed peak capacities. Figure 9 shows the comparison of the engineering stress-strain curves of flat specimens and corner specimens. Unsimilar to the flat specimens with steady strengthening, the corner specimens present significantly more dramatic stress reinforcement in the engineering stress-strain curves. With great tensile stiffness, the cross section stresses of corner coupons constantly grow to ultimate strength at the early strain developing stage compared with the flat coupons. Specifically, the engineering mechanical parameters of the flat and corner coupons are listed in Table 1 .
e yielding point was defined at the position where the slope of the stress-strain curve suddenly decreased so that the stress and strain values corresponding to the yielding point were defined as the yielding strength (σ y ) and yielding strain (ε y ). Similarly, the ultimate strength (σ u ) was determined as equal to stress value of the peak point and the corresponding strain value was denoted as ultimate strain (ε u ). Furthermore, the fracture strength (σ f ) and fracture strain (ε f ) represent the stress and strain values of the fracture points, respectively. It is demonstrated in Table 1 that the average engineering yielding strength, yielding strain, ultimate strength, and fracture strength of corner coupons are 50.38%, 53.85%, 7.18%, and 13.67% higher while ultimate strain and fracture strain are 92.57% and 75.16% lower than those of flat specimens, respectively. It can be concluded that cold rolling leads to the strain hardening behavior of the corner regions in cold-formed sections, which highly improves the ultimate strength, but the plastic ductility is highly reduced, which results in the obviously lower ultimate strain and fracture strain than those of flat coupons.
True Stress-Strain Curves of Flat and Corner Coupons.
Compared with engineering stress-strain curves of flat and corner coupons, the true stress-strain curves, providing the true material mechanical performance in the whole strain range, are more significant for describing the material mechanical characteristics of the cold-formed section. e key point for the determination of the true stress-strain curve is to simultaneously capture the true cross-section area and the true axial strain during the full loading process. In this 3D digital image correlation measuring system, the width (l f ) of the flat coupon with a rectangular cross section was directly measured during the whole loading process.
is width value would exhibit a superior accuracy compared to the indirectly obtained real-time width by transverse strain timing the initial width because of the nonuniform distribution of cross section transverse strain as shown Figure 10(a) . Meanwhile, the axial strain (ε axial ) and transverse strain (ε trans ) of observed area were individually calculated by ε trans � Δ l /l c and ε trans � Δ w /w c , where Δ l , l c , Δ w , and w c represent the real-time uniaxial extension, Advances in Civil Engineering 7 uniaxial length, reduction of width, and width of calculated element area, respectively. On this basis, the multiaxial true strain field was described using the GOM software and the true axial and transverse strains can be directly captured.
Assuming the steel coupons in this study were still isotropic and a uniaxial stress as well as strain state existed in the necked region during the whole loading process, the true transverse strain was used to represent the strain in the thickness direction so that the true thickness was obtained by this way. Particularly, considering the nonuniformity of section strain distribution especially at the plastic stage, a total of ten gauging points were laid out on the necking cross
Yield points
Ultimate points Advances in Civil Engineering section to capture the average longitudinal and transverse strain as indicated in Figure 10(b) . us, the average thicknesses (d f ) was obtained and the true cross-section area (A f ) in the full displacement loading range was defined as presented in Figure 10 (c) so that the true stress can be calculated by equation (5) . erefore, the true stress-strain curves of flat coupons were determined, including the elastic stage and two strain hardening stages, as demonstrated in Figure 10(d) . Similarly, the real-time outer edge arch (l c ) of corner coupons was directly gauged as shown in Figure 11 (a). In addition, the average longitudinal and transverse strains of the ten gauging points were obtained as indicated in Figure 11 (b) so that the true area (A c ) was defined and the true stress was captured by equation (6) . us, the true stress-strain curves of corner coupons without obvious yielding point were obtained, containing the elastic phase, strengthening phase, and horizontal phase, as shown in Figure 11(d) . Figure 12 shows the comparison between engineering stress-strain curves and true stress-strain curves of flat and corner coupons. As revealed in Figure 12(a) , the two types of stress-strain curves of flat specimens are basically consistent at the initial stage. Once the uniaxial stress value run up to the nominal ultimate capacity, the gradual strength degradation happen in engineering curves while the continuously enhanced strength occurs in true curves so that the Advances in Civil Engineering increasingly obvious gaps between true stresses and engineering stresses are observed with the strain increasing. e material mechanical parameters of engineering and true stress-strain curves of the flat coupon are listed in Table 2 . It is shown that there is little difference in the average yielding stress between engineering and true curves. However, the average true yielding strain of flat specimens is 7.69% lower than the engineering value. e numerous digital speckle images were consistently captured in the DIC system, and then the engineering strain values were directly obtained using the GOM software based on the nominal strain calculation principle (ε n � D/D 0 ). Moreover, the true strain values up to the point of maximum force were captured by ε t � D/D L , and a local point measurement in the necked region was used to express true strain in the DIC measurement system once necking has initiated. It is noted that the engineering strains (ε n ) were obtained by the realtime displacement (D) and initial gauge length (D 0 ) while the true strains (ε t ) were obtained by the real-time displacement (D), real-time gauge length (D L ), and local point strain value in the necked region so that the average true yielding strain is lower than the engineering value. Furthermore, the true ultimate strength is 35.40% higher and the ultimate strain, defined by the strain value corresponding to ultimate strength, is 32.13% higher than engineering values, respectively. Comparatively, as shown in Figure 12 (b), the true and engineering stress-strain curves of corner coupons basically are kept consistent, and the true strength exhibits a slight improvement compared with the engineering value in the descent stage. As summarized in Table 3 , the true yielding stress defined as stress value of 0.2% strain is in great agreement with the engineering yielding stress. Moreover, the true ultimate strength, ultimate strain, and fracture stress are 2.44%, 62.16%, and 11.59% greater, respectively. e true fracture strain is 3.45% lower than that of engineering constitute curves directly obtained using GOM software based on the nominal strain calculation principle and true strain calculation principle, individually.
In addition, the relationships between true and engineering strains for flat and corner specimens are presented in Figures 12(c) and 12(d) . It can be concluded that without considering the reduction of cross-section area, the gradual strength deterioration is observed in the declining phases of engineering stress-strain curves of flat specimens, while for the true stress-strain curves of flat regions, the stress was calculated based on the real-time section area and the true longitudinal strain was directly measured. Considering the section area reduction in the whole loading process, the tensile strain hardening is indicated in this series of curves, which leads to the constant enhancement of strength with the uniaxial strain increasing so that the true ultimate strengths of the true stress-strain curves of flat coupons exhibit the significant improvements compared with the engineering ultimate strengths. For the corner regions in cold-formed sections, the plastic deformation and ductility are highly restrained due to the cold-working effect. us, the strength-heightening phenomenon of corner regions at a high strain level is clearly limited, which results in the slight increase of ultimate strength of true stress-strain curves than that of engineering curves. e comparison of the true stress-strain curves of flat and corner regions is illustrated in Figure 13 to evaluate the effect of cold-working action on the true material mechanical performance of the cold-formed section. e true yielding strengths of corner specimens are obviously higher compared with flat specimens. In addition, the strengthenhancing phenomenon is observed in true curves of flat specimens with the strain increasing, while the stresses of corner specimens gradually decrease to fracture strength at a relatively lower strain level due to the serious reduction of ductility. Specifically, as listed in Table 4 , the average true yielding strength and yielding strain of corner specimens are 52.83% and 61.54% higher than those of flat specimens, while the average true ultimate strength and ultimate strain are 18.91% and 90.88% lower compared with the flat specimens, respectively. It can be captured that considering the reduction of cross-section area under uniaxial loading, the continuous tensile strain-hardening phenomenon is observed on flat regions in the cold-formed section at the plastic deformation stage. is leads to the true stress of flat Advances in Civil Engineering 13 regions continuously strengthened as the strain exceeds the yielding strain. Compared with flat regions, the coldworking strain hardening-phenomenon occurs on the corner regions so that the true stress of corner coupons dramatically increases to the ultimate strength at a relatively low strain value. However, the ductility performance of corner regions is intensively reduced due to cold-rolling behavior, which greatly limits the strength enhancement of corner specimens at the plastic strain phase. us, the flat regions exhibit the greater true ultimate strength.
Simplified Multilinear Models of True Stress-Strain Curves
Trilinear Model with Two-Stage Strain Hardening for Flat
Region. According to the features of the accurate true stressstrain curves measured using the 3D DIC method, simplified multilinear constitutive models were established to describe the true material performance of flat and corner regions in the cold-formed section so that the numerical analysis of cold-formed steel structural models can be performed accurately and effectively. It was seen from the true stress-strain curves of flat regions shown in Figure 14 (a) that the obvious yielding points can be observed but the yielding platforms were not exhibited evidently. Considering the reduction of crosssection areas, the two-stage tensile strain hardening behavior occurred at the plastic strain stage, and the dramatic strength deterioration phenomenon was observed once the stress run up to the ultimate capacity. erefore, the simplified trilinear model with two-stage strain hardening was proposed as shown in Figure 14 (a) based on the typical characters of true stress-strain curves of flat coupons. Yun and Gardner [17] proposed the standardized quad-linear material model, representing the yielding plateau and two-stage strainstrengthening phenomenon, to describe the simplified stress-strain relationship of hot-rolled steels, and the simplified constitutive expression was obtained as
where E, f y , f u , ε u , C 1 ε u , and f C 1 ε u represent the elastic module, the yielding strength, the ultimate strength, the corresponding strain at ultimate capacity status, the strain at intersection point of the third stage of the model, and the corresponding stress value, respectively. Figure 14(b) shows the standardized secondary hardening trilinear constitutive model for flat regions in the cold-formed section, presenting the two-stage hardening behavior as well as eliminating the yielding plateau. Correspondingly, the analytical expression as equation (8) for the simplified three-stage true stress-strain model was obtained together with the experimental results:
Simplified Trilinear Model for Corner Region.
As for the practical mechanical property of corner regions in the (1) σ ty is the true yielding strength; (2) ε ty is the true yielding strain; (3) σ tu is the true ultimate strength; (4) ε tu is the corresponding true ultimate strain; (5) σ tf is the true fracture stress; and (6) ε tf is the true fracture strain.
14 Advances in Civil Engineering cold-formed section, it is shown in Figure 15 (a) that there was no clear yielding marks in true stress-strain curves, and yielding strength was highly improved due to the cold-rolling working. e Ramberg-Osgood model [29] is generally used to describe this type of stress-strain curves of metallic materials, and the basic material parameters including the elastic modulus E, the 0.2% stress σ 0.2 as the equivalent yielding strength and the strain hardening exponent n are defined in this analytical model. For the direct application of the true stress-strain relationship of the corner region in design calculations of coldformed components, a trilinear model was established in this paper based on the features of measured true stress-strain 
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Advances in Civil Engineering curves as shown in Figure 15 (a). Figure 15(b) shows the standardized trilinear model for the corner regions in coldformed sections, and the three-stage expression is defined as
Verification of True Stress-Strain Curves of Flat and Corner Regions
5.1. Numerical Modelling. Finite element analysis (FEA) was performed to verify the reliability of the 3D digital image correlation measuring method and the simplified models of the true stress-strain curves of flat and corner regions in the cold-formed section. As shown in Figure 16 , the prototypical 3D numerical models of flat and corner coupons consistent with experimental specimens were built using C3D8R solid elements. In addition, the end constraints and uniaxial displacement loading on FE models were set in complete agreement with that in tests. Particularly, the trilinear constitutive model with two-stage strain hardening and simplified trilinear constitutive model, together with measured results of the digital image correlation system, were assigned to flat and corner models, respectively. In this way, the simulated results were obtained for comparison.
Comparison of Load-Displacement
Curves. Figures 17(a) and 17(b) show a comparison of the experimental and predicted strain distribution and deformation of flat and corner coupons under the same loading conditions, which present the superior agreement in the failure modes of experimental and numerical results. As shown in Figures 17(c) and 17(d), the FEA results of flat and corner coupons with true constitutive models were compared with all test data, respectively, which exhibit a great agreement. Furthermore, the numerical load-displacement curves which adopted the true stress-strain model fit very well with the measured curves but the obvious difference between FEA results adopted the engineering stress-strain model and test results can be observed. is highly proves the reliability of the simplified true constitutive models of flat and corner regions in the cold-formed section and validates the dependability of the optic measurement of true stress-strain curves using the 3D digital image correlation method.
Conclusions
To evaluate the true stress-strain curves of flat and corner regions of the cold-formed channel section, a series of coupon tests with the multicamera DIC system were carried out in this study. e features of true stress-strain curves were compared with those of engineering stress-strain curves, and the practical material mechanical performance of flat and corner regions was discussed comparatively. Together with the optical measuring results, a trilinear model with two-stage strain hardening and a simplified trilinear model were proposed for representing the true stress-strain curves of flat and corner regions. Moreover, the FEA was performed for verifying the DIC method and the simplified true constitutive models. e following are the major conclusions:
(1) In the cold-formed channel section with wall thickness of 6 mm, the load-displacement curves of flat and corner coupons can be divided into four typical phases of the elastic phase, hardening phase, necking phase, and localized necking phase. (2) Considering the section area reduction during the loading process, the obvious difference between the true and engineering stress-strain curves of the flat region was captured. e secondary tensile strainhardening phenomenon in the true stress-strain curves of flat coupons was observed at the large strain stage, which leads to the significant enhancement of true ultimate strength compared with the engineering ultimate strength. e assumptions of isotropic behavior together with uniaxial stress and strain state were accounted in this study, and the effect of those assumptions will be studied in future. (3) For the corner regions in cold-formed sections, the plastic deformation was obviously restrained due to the cold-working behavior. e tensile strain hardening at plastic status is thereby limited so that there is no obvious difference between the true and engineering stress-strain curves of corner coupons. (4) e true yielding strength of the corner region is intensively promoted compared with the flat region, but the ultimate strength is relatively lower due to the plastic hardening action restrained. (5) e trilinear model with two-stage strain hardening and the simplified trilinear model were proposed to represent the true stress-strain curves of flat and corner regions individually. (6) e comparison of numerical and experimental results effectively verified the reliability of the 3D digital image correlation method and the dependability of the multilinear constitutive models for the flat and corner regions in this paper.
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